TSG Recognitions

- Outstanding 5 papers recognition process:
  1. Collect list of published papers for each one of the past 3 years with the help of the TSG Editorial Office, ranked in order of number of citations.
  2. Identify the top 5 cited papers for each year, for consistency between year of publication and citations.
  3. Send list of 15 papers to AEs for ranking and comments.
  4. Select the top 5 papers based on the AE rankings.
  5. Prepare and send nomination to PES Tech. Council (TC) for PES best paper awards, together with the list of top 4 papers to be forwarded to Tech. Committees for consideration in their TC best paper award nominations.
  6. (New) Send congratulatory letter to Authors of selected papers indicating the paper ranking and inviting them to present their papers at a PES Univ. webinar on the top TSG papers of the year.
  7. (New) Publish list of papers in the TSG printed copy, and post on TSG website.

- Outstanding 5 Reviewers recognition process:
  1. Ask AEs to nominate reviewers based on review timeliness, quality, and number.
  2. Select the top 5 reviewers based on their number of reviews.
  3. Send congratulatory letter to selected reviewers.
  4. Publish list of reviewers in the TSG printed copy, and post on TSG website in ranked order.

- Outstanding 3 AEs recognition process:
  1. Select top 3 AEs by EIC based on their paper processing timeliness, quality, number, and demonstrated commitment to the TSG (e.g. active participation in Editorial Board meetings, willingness to take on extra assignments).
  2. Send congratulatory letter to selected AEs.
  3. Publish list of AEs in the TSG printed copy, and post on TSG website.